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LONDON
(614) 879-6620

HILLIARD
(614) 527-8800

WASHINGTON CH
(740) 335-2071

NEW ALBANY
(614) 475-0707

MARION
(740) 389-5458

ZANESVILLE
(740) 450-7446

LANCASTER
(740) 653-6951

GEORGETOWN
(937)378-6439

WILMINGTON
(937) 486-5211

FLEMINGSBURG, KY
(606) 845-7311

Some restrictions apply. In stock models only. Residency restrictions may apply. Taxes and fees extra. May be subject to credit approval. Stihl and Honda purchases not valid for delivery. Pictures may include options and/or accessories not included in price. Dealer retains all discounts. Payments are with 20% down before tax. 
Requires approval with John Deere Financial. Offer expires 10/20/18. All prices are cash price, a 3% charge will be added on financing and credit card transactions. See dealer or visit JohnDeere.com for details.

SAVE UP TO 

ON SELECT COMPACT TRACTORSON SELECT COMPACT TRACTORS
$2,500

JOHN DEERE 1023E

$11,999

$11,499

4X4 - 22.4 HP

FREE D120 LDR

$109/MO.$11,499
-$500

LIST PRICE

JOHN DEERE 3025E

$17,999

$15,999

4X4 - 24.7 HP

FREE 300E LDR

$159/MO.$15,999 $159

-$2,000
LIST PRICE

JOHN DEERE 5065E

$34,499

$31,999

4X4 - 67 HP

FREE 520M LDR

$309/MO.$31,999
-$2,500

LIST PRICE

FREE
LOADER
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*

READY FOR
ANYTHING.

Some restrictions apply. In stock models only. Residency restrictions may apply. Taxes and fees extra. May be subject to credit approval. Stihl and Honda purchases not valid for delivery. Pictures may include options and/or accessories not included in price. Dealer retains all discounts. Payments are with 20% down before tax. 
Requires approval with John Deere Financial. Offer expires 10/20/18. All prices are cash price, a 3% charge will be added on financing and credit card transactions. See dealer or visit JohnDeere.com for details.

READY FOR
ANYTHING.

Requires approval with John Deere Financial. Offer expires 10/20/18. All prices are cash price, a 3% charge will be added on financing and credit card transactions. See dealer or visit JohnDeere.com for details.

READY FOR
ANYTHING.

SAVE UP TO 

$1,400
ON A NEW XUV835M

& YOUR FIRST ACCESSORY 
PACKAGE

· Power Dump Package
· Extreme Light Package
· Road Prep Package
· Extreme Protection Package
· Element Protection Package
· Recovery Package

Some restrictions apply. In stock models only. Residency restrictions may apply. Taxes and fees extra. May be subject to credit approval. Stihl and Honda purchases not valid for delivery. Pictures may include options and/or accessories not included in price. *Monthly price is base model unit only. Packages are shown at discounted 
price. Dealer retains all discounts. Payments are with 20% down before tax. Requires approval with John Deere Financial. Offer expires 10/15/18. All prices are cash price, a 3% charge will be added on financing and credit card transactions. See dealer or visit JohnDeere.com for details.
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Roofing
Shingles • Slate • Flat Roofing  
• Metal Panels • Custom Metal

Gutters
Seamless • Half Round • Aluminum  

• Copper • Galvanized • Gutter Guards

740-392-9450
www.revereroofingcompany.com
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We’re proud to have served Delaware County for 
more than 50 years.  What can we do for you? 

www.formanrealtors.com  •  740-965-1212
41023322OH-70076949

Did you know that, according to the 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, more than 25 million 

Americans, including roughly seven million 
children, have asthma? It’s true, and 
those numbers have steadily risen in 
recent years. 
 Asthma is more than occasional wheezing or 
feeling out of breath during physical activity. 
Asthma is chronic and can lead to coughing, 
wheezing, shortness of breath, fast breathing, 
and chest tightness, states the Asthma and 
Allergy Foundation of America. In the 21st 
century, people spend significant time indoors 
at home, school or work, and indoor air 
environments could be triggers for asthma. 
Improving indoor air quality can help people 
breathe clearly. The AAFA notes that the 
following agents can adversely affect indoor air 
quality, potentially triggering asthma attacks.

Allergens
Allergens such as mold, dust mites, pet 
dander and fur, and waste from insects or 
rodents thrive in many homes. Ensuring indoor 
air quality is high can cut back on the amount 
of allergens in the air. People with asthma 
can invest in an air purifier and vacuum 
regularly, being sure to use a HEPA-equipped 
appliance. Routinely replacing HVAC system 
filters can help prevent allergens from blowing 
around the house. Also, frequent maintenance 
of HVAC systems will ensure they are 
operating safely and not contributing to poor 
indoor air quality.
Mold can be mitigated by reducing moisture 
in a home. Moist environments in the kitchen 
and bathroom may promote mold growth. 
Ventilation is key to keep mold at bay.

Tobacco smoke
Thirdhand smoke, or THS, may be unfamiliar 
to many people. A 2011 report published 
in Environmental Health Perspectives says 
THS is an invisible combination of gases and 
particles that can cling to clothing, cushions, 
carpeting, and other materials long after 
secondhand smoke has cleared from a room. 

Studies have indicated that residual nicotine 
levels can be found in house dust where 
people smoke or once smoked. Studies have 
indicated that smoke compounds can adsorb 
onto surfaces and then desorb back into air 
over time.
Keeping tobacco smoke out of a home can 
improve indoor air quality and personal health.

VOCs
Volatile organic compounds, or VOCs, 
are gases released from commonly used 
products. These can include paints and 
varnishes, cleaning supplies, air fresheners, 
new furniture, and new carpet. People with 
asthma may find that VOCs can trigger 
attacks. Airing out items, reducing usage 
of products that are heavily scented and 
choosing low- or no-VOC products can help. 
Making cleaning products from baking soda, 
vinegar and liquid oil soap also can  keep 
indoor air quality high.
Homeowners who plan to renovate their 
homes can consider using the appropriate 
specifications for HVAC systems to promote 
good indoor air, as well as address any other 
potential problems that may be compromising 
indoor air quality.

Clean indoor air
can help reduce asthma attacks
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A basement remodeling project can add 
valuable and usable space to a home. For 
many years, homeowners overlooked the 
potential of a basement remodel, perhaps 
thinking it would not be a smart return on 
investment. But that’s no longer 
the case.
The latest “Cost vs. Value” report from 
Remodeling magazine says the average 
basement remodel can cost around 
$61,000 with a 70.3 percent recoup rate. 
In addition, HGTV says architects and 
contractors indicate the cost of redoing a 
basement is roughly one-third to one-half 
less than the price of putting an addition 
on a home.

Before remodeling a basement, 
homeowners should think about how 
they want to use the space. Homeowners 
also must focus on some potential 
obstacles in a basement that will need to 
be addressed so that the area can be as 
functional as possible. 
Basements can be chilly and damp. 
That means moisture issues and heating 
and cooling needs must be addressed 
prior to any construction. Homeowners 
may have to consider the installation of 
a dehumidifier and run venting through 
the basement to allow for proper climate 
control. If a basement takes on water, 
either through the walls or a concrete 
slab, a professional waterproofing 
company can come in and fix these 
issues so they will not damage drywall 
and flooring afterwards.
The presence of insects and pests 
also must be addressed. Exterminators 
can help homeowners figure out which 
insects are in their basements and how 
to make the space less hospitable to 
these unwelcome guests so that the 
room will become comfortable for human 
occupants.

Space is often at a premium in 
basements, which may contain 
HVAC units, water heaters, filtration 
devices, ductwork, pipes, and the other 
appliances. Qualified contractors can 
suggest solutions for cordoning off 
appliances and camouflaging pipes 
and wires so they won’t detract from 
the finished product. However, building 
access panels into the design will make 

it easier to service or repair features as 
necessary. Homeowners also may want 
to wrap pipes before drywall is installed to 
quiet noisy drainage pipes.
Uneven basement flooring will need to 
be smoothed out and flattened before 
carpeting or tile can be laid down. A self-
leveling underlayment can be applied to 
fill in gullies, while larger crack and holes 
will need to be patched.

Once the structure of the basement is 
addressed, then the design work can 
begin. Many professionals advise against 
drop ceilings, which can take away from 
ceiling height and look cheap. Basements 
can be dark, so the addition of plenty of 
lighting can help brighten the room. Small 
basement windows can be replaced with 
larger ones to add more light as well.
Homeowners can mimic built-ins and 
architectural details from elsewhere in the 
home so the basement is aesthetically 
cohesive and doesn’t seem like an 
addition. Bookcases and shelving can add 
valuable storage space as well. Decorate 
the basement with bright, neutral colors 
so they make the space feel more inviting. 

With some effort and financial investment, 
basements can be as beautiful and 
functional as other rooms in a home.

Basement
remodeling tips

Design
a more functional pantry

Many homeowners wish they had 
more storage space, and kitchens 
are one area where people 

seemingly can always use more storage. 
Despite a desire for more kitchen 
space, until recently, kitchen pantries 
fell out of favor. Builders and architects 
may have thought that close proximity 
to supermarkets as well as multi-use 
cabinets in kitchens would offset the need 
for pantries. But according to a recent 
survey from the National Association of 
Home Builders, a kitchen pantry is the 
most desirable kitchen feature for buyers 
in the market for a new home.
According to a 2016 survey from 
ReportLinker, 98 percent of Americans 
say cooking at home is their preferred 
way to prepare a meal. And despite the 
wide array of restaurants, prepared meals 
and fast food options nearby, more than 
one-third of people cook at home daily, 
with nearly 50 percent cooking between 
three and six days a week. 
In order to accommodate for spending 
more time in the kitchen, homeowners are 
directing additional attention to kitchen 
preparation and storage features. In fact, 
one recent trend in kitchen renovations is 
creating custom-designed pantries. 

Locate the appropriate space
Ideally, pantries should be in or adjacent 
to the kitchen. But not every home layout 
allows for this setup. Some homeowners 
need to move storage pantries into the 
garage, the basement or a mud/laundry 
room.

Various factors should be considered 
before placing a pantry outside a kitchen. 
What is the climate? Will food spoil? Is 
there a possibility that vermin or insects 
can infiltrate the room and access food? 
These factors will dictate whether to have 
closed cabinets, air-tight bins or open 
shelves or if other modifications must be 
made to the room prior to building.

Choose the type of pantry
Accessibility is essential in a pantry. 
Everything should be easily reached 
and grabbed as needed without having 
to move too many things. Ideally, foods 
should be arranged in a single layer so 
that all items can be viewed at a glance. 
Shelves of various depths and heights 
can accommodate items of different sizes. 
Adjustable shelves are ideal because they 
can be modified as foods change. Sliding 
drawers can improve reach in cabinets.
In smaller spaces, French door-style 
reach-in cabinets are convenient and 
flexible. In complete kitchen remodels or 
new constructions, walk-in pantries offer 
the most space and flexibility. 

Must-have features
Pantries serve different functions in 
different homes. For the bulk shopper, a 
pantry with plenty of room for large items 
will be needed. 
Lighting can be beneficial in all pantries. 
Lights can improve visibility when trying 
to locate items. Others prefer an outlet 
for charging hand-held vacuums or other 
small appliances. Counter space in the 
pantry enables homeowners to unload 
groceries directly onto pantry shelves.
For pantries located outside of the 
kitchen, built-in freezers can maximize 
storage possibilities, especially for those 
who freeze-and-eat after bulk shopping 
ventures.
Pantries are popular features that 
homeowners can customize depending 
on their storage needs and the amount of 
time they spend in their kitchens.
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Kitchen remodels are a popular 
home improvement project that 
help homeowners recoup large 

percentages of their initial investments at 
resale. A kitchen remodel can invigorate 
a home and make the most popular room 
in the house more functional.
According to HomeAdvisor, a home-
improvement informational guide, 
homeowners spend an average of 
$22,000 on kitchen remodels. However, 
lavish projects can cost more than 
$50,000. Protecting such investments is 
important and requires that homeowners 
understand how to properly maintain 
kitchen features so they have the longest 
life possible. This includes the new 
countertops that make the kitchen look 
complete.
Countertops come in various materials, 
not all of which should be treated the 

same way. Quartz, granite, 
marble, laminate, and tile 
countertops require different 
types of maintenance.

Quartz
Engineered quartz countertops 
are popular. Quartz countertops 
are nearly maintenance-
free and resistant to stains, 
scratches and even heat. 

Quartz will not need to be sealed like 
natural stone and can be cleaned 
using just a damp cloth with a mild, 
nonabrasive soap.

Granite
Polished or honed granite countertops 
offer a high-end look that adds instant 
value to a kitchen. Natural variations in 
granite give each kitchen a custom look. 
To keep granite countertops clean, avoid 
abrasive cleansers that can scratch, 
and opt for warm, soapy water instead. 
Stains are possible, but can be remedied 
with a baking soda paste left to sit for a 
couple of hours, advises Angie’s List. 
Wipe up oils, acids and soda promptly to 
avoid stains, and follow advised sealing 
routines.

Marble
Marble is a natural stone that is porous 
and will need to be resealed periodically. 
Because marble has high levels of the 
mineral calcite, it can be reactive when 
acids come in contact with it, and etch 
marks may appear. Promptly wipe away 
tomato juice, lemon juice, perfume, or 
toothpaste. Marble is softer than granite 
and will wear at a faster rate. Avoid 
scratching and exercise caution when 

using knives or sharp objects around 
marble.

Laminate
One of the more budget-friendly 
materials, laminate countertops can be 
fabricated to mimic the look of natural 
stone, wood or even quartz. Laminate 
is less resistant to damage than other 
materials and will need a gentle touch. 
Formica® says to never use abrasive 
cleansers, scouring pads or steel wool 
when cleaning laminate countertops. 
For tough stains, an all-purpose cleaner 
should suffice when applied with a nylon-
bristled brush. Test any cleanser in a 
discreet area first.

Tile
Cleaning tile countertops requires getting 
into crevices along the grout lines. A 
toothbrush and a mildew-fighting cleaner 
or bleach diluted with water is advised. 
Also, unglazed tiles need to be sealed 
yearly. Some soap may leave residue, 
which can be removed with a solution of 
vinegar and water.
Check with the manufacturer or installer 
of the countertops to learn more about 
the ways to clean and maintain new 
counters.

4436 US Rt. 42 • Cardington, OH 43315
Office: 419-864-2041 • office@superioroutdoormanagement.com
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CALL 
FOR 

LANDSCAPING

WE SELL 
MULCH

LAWN MAINTENANCE • MULCHING
IRRIGATION • PRESSURE CLEANING

LIGHTING • FERTILIZATION

Caring
 for kitchen countertops
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www.mikesroofinginc.com

COMPLETE ROOFING BY EXPERTS

All Types of Roofing • Quality Materials
Honest People

FREE INSPECTION / ESTIMATES

IF QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
IS IMPORTANT TO YOU,

LET THE PROFESSIONALS
DO IT!

(740) 369-1588
1-800-810-6555

Select Roofer

Family Owned 
“Since 1960”

Fully 
Insured

We Support Our Troops

LOOKLOOK

Cavallari Home 
Plan# 29305

At Menards®, we understand the importance of your home and we are dedicated to helping  
you update and enhance its value. From a light switch to a landscape overhaul,  

Menards® has what you need at the guaranteed lowest prices.

Stop in with your project ideas! We’re right around the corner and ready to help!

"HIGHEST IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION WITH HOME IMPROVEMENT RETAIL STORES!"
For J.D. Power 2018 award information, visit jdpower.com/awards

FOR RATING US #1

Stop in with your project ideas! We’re right around the corner and ready to help!

Stop in to your nearest Menards location 
or visit MENARDS.COM® to start shopping today!
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Protect your home
 (and more) from winter’s freeze
Freezing temperatures may be good 

for ice skating or building snowmen, 
but sub-freezing temperatures can 

be dangerous for the average person and 
his or her home. 
Cold weather often leaves people 
scurrying to do whatever is necessary to 
safeguard themselves from the big chill. 
But it’s important homeowners also protect 
their homes in cold weather.

Plumbing
Plumbing and pipes may be vulnerable 
to cold weather. Frozen pipes may burst 
and cause substantial damage to a home, 
potentially causing flooding and structural 
damage.
Homeowners should disconnect and drain 
garden hoses before winter arrives. Water 
to outdoor hose bibs should be turned 
off, though the valves on these outdoor 
faucets should be left open to drain. Also, 
outdoor faucets can be covered with 

insulating foam covers. 
The Red Cross says pipes that freeze 
most frequently include pipes in unheated 
areas, such as basements, attics, garages, 
and crawl spaces. Close vents to the 
outside in areas like attics and basements 
to limit the amount of cold air that gets 
indoors. Think about insulating unheated 
areas, as well as using pipe sleeves, heat 
tape or wraps on exposed pipes.
By opening kitchen and bathroom cabinet 
doors, homeowners can allow warm air 
from a home to reach pipes under the 
sink. During extreme freezes, keep cold 
water dripping from a sink to prevent pipes 
from freezing.

Service HVAC systems
It’s important to ensure that heating 
systems are working properly prior to the 
cold-weather season. It may only take 
hours for the interior of a home to reach 
dangerously low temperatures without 

adequate heat. Homeowners should 
schedule annual checkups of furnaces 
and hot water heaters. Inspect the heat 
exchanger for cracks, install a clean air 
filter and make sure all thermostats are 
working properly.

Have fuel ready
Homeowners who heat their homes with 
oil, wood or coal should make sure they 
have plenty of fuel on hand in advance of 
winter. Shortages can occur, and it may 
take some time for new fuel to arrive in the 
midst of a cold snap.

As a precaution, homeowners can rely on 
portable space heaters to fill in the heating 
gaps during freezing temperatures. 
Exercise extreme caution with these 
devices, turning them off when leaving 
the room and remembering to avoid 
overloading outlets.

Protect outside
Drain birdbaths, clean out downspouts 
and remove water from other items where 
water can freeze and cause damage. 
Inspect roofing prior to the snowy season, 
but stay off roofs during freezing weather. 
Remove snow shovels and other 
winter gear from storage and make 
sure the items are easily accessible during 
snowstorms. 
Winter’s bite can be severe. Homeowners 
can protect themselves and their 
properties when the freeze sets in.
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LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT
Singin’ & Country 
Pickin’

ANTIQUESFARMING 
DISPLAY
Tractors, Sawmill, & 
More

KID’S ACTIVITIES
One-Room School 
• Barnyard Crafts • 
Face Painting

MILITARY DISPLAYS

DELICIOUS FOOD

HISTORICAL 
DISPLAYS

HANDMADE CRAFTS
Over 150 Quality Vendors

Winter weather can be harsh. Homeowners who 
spend much of the year tending to their lawns 
and gardens may worry that winter will undo 

all of their hard work. Though homeowners cannot do 
anything to prevent snow, wind and ice from affecting 
their properties, they can take various steps to prepare 
their lawns and gardens for whatever winter has in store.
Mulch leaves. Falling leaves are a telltale sign that winter 
is coming. In lieu of raking leaves as they begin to fall, 
homeowners can mulch them into their lawns. Scotts®, an 
industry leader in lawn care, notes that mulching leaves is 
a great way for homeowners to recycle a natural resource 
and enrich the soil of their lawns. While it might not be 
possible to mulch fallen leaves in late autumn when they 
begin to fall en masse, doing so in the early stages of 
fall should be possible so long as the lawn is not being 
suffocated. Scotts® recommends mulching the leaves to 
dime-size pieces to a point where half an inch of grass 
can be seen through the mulched leaf layer.
Rake leaves as they start to fall more heavily. 
Once leaves begin to fall more heavily, rake them 
up and add them to compost piles. The resource 
GardeningKnowHow.com notes composting leaves 

creates a dark, rich and organic matter that can add 
nutrients to garden soil and loosen compacted earth. 
Leaving leaves on the lawn once they start to fall in great 
numbers makes it hard for grass blades to breathe, and 
the leaves can block moisture from reaching the soil, 
which needs water to maintain strong roots. In addition, 
potentially harmful pathogens can breed on damp leaves 
left on a lawn, and such bacteria can cause significant 
damage to the turf over time.

Apply a winterizing fertilizer. Winterizing fertilizers can 
help lawns store food they need to survive through winter 
and also can help them bounce back strong in spring. 
Such fertilizers are typically formulated for cool-season 
grasses such as fescue and bluegrass and are often best 
applied after the final cut of fall. Warm-season grasses go 
dormant in winter, so homeowners whose lawns contain 
these types of grasses won’t want to apply a winterizing 
fertilizer. Homeowners who don’t know which type of 
grass they have or are concerned about when to apply 
a winterizing fertilizer should consult with a lawncare 
professional before fertilizing.
Remove annuals from the garden. Annuals won’t be 
coming back in spring, so it’s best to remove ones that 
are no longer producing from the garden before the 
arrival of winter. Doing so can prevent the onset of fungal 
diseases that may adversely affect the garden in spring.
Fall is the perfect time for homeowners who spend 
months making their lawns and gardens as lush 
as possible to take steps to prepare such areas for 
potentially harsh winter weather.

How to prepare
 your lawn and garden for winter
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1st CashBank:  You will receive 0.50% cash back on point of sale transactions (up to a total of $2,000) that post and settle to your account during the cycle period.  Cash back credited at the 
end of each monthly statement cycle.  Minimum balance to open account is $25.  1st Relationship:  Minimum balance of $25 required to open account. Rate may change after account 
opening. Earn the stated APY on the first $10,000 in the account by meeting both of the following requirements: (1) make 15 debit card transactions during the monthly statement cycle (ATM 
and pending debit card transactions do not count towards requirement) and (2) maintain $5,000 in combined balances in qualifying First Citizens accounts. An APY of 0.15% will be paid on 
balances exceeding $10,000 as long as both of the stated qualifiers are met. If one or both qualifiers are not met during a monthly statement cycle, an APY of 0.01% will be paid on the entire 
balance in the account.  Stated APY is accurate as of the date of publication. 

$$10.0000 $
UP TO 1$1UP TO  

* 

www.FirstCitizensNational.com 

Marion Delaware Banking Center 
1240 Delaware Ave  │  Marion, OH 43302 

(740) 383-1200 

Marion Eastlawn Banking Center 
125 Eastlawn Drive  │  Marion, OH 43301 

(740) 383-5889 

Powell Banking Center 
9595 Sawmill Parkway  │  Powell, OH 43065 

(614) 789-9595 
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Questions to ask
before embracing DIY

Home improvement projects are 
as popular as ever. In its 2017 
True Cost Survey, the home 

improvement site HomeAdvisor found that, 
between February 2016 and February 
2017, homeowners spent an average of 
just over $5,000 on home projects. That 
marked a nearly $1,900 increase from the 
year prior, indicating that homeowners 
are increasingly opening their wallets to 
transform their homes.

In addition to spending money to improve 
their homes, many homeowners are 
spending their time on projects as well. 
While DIY projects can provide a sense of 
fulfillment and personal attachment to one’s 
home, prospective do-it-yourselfers should 
ask themselves some questions 
before picking up their hammers and 
getting to work.

Do I have any physical limitations?
No matter how much home improvement 
television shows may simplify projects, 
prospective DIYers should know that such 
undertakings are typically very difficult 
and oftentimes physically demanding. 
Homeowners with existing health 
conditions or other physical limitations may 
not be capable of performing certain tasks 
or may need to take frequent breaks, which 
can delay projects. 

Do I have the time?
Many home improvement projects require 
a significant amount of time to complete. 
Homeowners whose time is already 
stretched thin with commitments to work 
and/or family may not be able to complete 
projects within a reasonable amount of 
time. That’s fine if working on a part of 
the home that won’t affect daily life, but 
can prove stressful or problematic if the 
project is in a room, such as a kitchen 
or bathroom, that residents of the home 
use each day. Novice DIYers should be 
especially honest with themselves about 
the time they have available to work on the 
project, as such homeowners are bound to 
experience a few time-consuming missteps 
along the way.

Can I afford it?
While DIY might seem more affordable 
than hiring a contractor, that’s not 
necessarily true. Novice DIYers may 
need to buy or rent tools, costs that can 
add up. Contractors already have the 
tools necessary to begin and complete 
projects, so the cost savings of DIY might 
not be as significant as homeowners think. 
Before going the DIY route, homeowners 
should solicit estimates from contractors, 
comparing the estimates to how much 
a project will cost if homeowners do it 
themselves.

Can I go it alone?
Many home improvement projects require 
more than one set of hands, and it’s risky 
and even foolish for first-time DIYers to 
assume they can begin a project and see it 
through to completion entirely on their own. 
Homeowners whose spouses, partners, 
friends, or relatives are willing to chip in 
may think that’s enough. However, the 
DIY skills of those who volunteer may be 
a mystery until the project begins. Novice 
DIYers should enlist the help of a friend or 
family member with home improvement 
experience. If no such person is available, 
it may be wise to hire a contractor instead.
Home improvement projects may seem 
simple on television. But prospective 
do-it-yourselfers must make honest 
assessments of their skills, time and 
budgets before taking on a DIY project.
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Many people enjoy opening their homes to 
friends or family. In fact, according to the 
National Eating Trends survey and custom re-

search by the NPD group, in 2016 the average person 
ate 38 meals at other people’s homes. 
Knowing how to cook, set the mood and entertain is 
increasingly important for many homeowners. Install-
ing and outfitting a home bar can provide guests with 

the features of a night out, only without the crowds 
or bar tabs that come at the end of the night. 
A home bar is a place where hosts and their 
guests can gather and enjoy great conversation. 
Such a spot also can serve as a neighborhood 
hangout — a smart choice for those who want to 
indulge safely and not have to drive home after-
ward.
Creating a home bar need not be a difficult proj-
ect. By investing in basic equipment, stocking up 
on preferred liquors and gaining some mixology 
expertise, hosts can impress and entertain their 
guests. 

Establish a bar setup
Home bars can range from rolling carts to built-in 
wet bars to a single tray of items. Space in a home 
will dictate the kind of bar homeowners can have. 
Rolling bar carts are popular and versatile, and they 
can be kept stationary or rolled in and out of a room 
as needed. If a bar cart is open, organization is key, 
as you don’t want it to look unkempt.
A full-blown wet bar will require more construction, 
including plumbing and electricity if you need outlets 
for plugging in appliances. Wet bars are ideal in dens, 
renovated garages and finished basements.

Stock up on equipment
A new home bar requires barware and glassware. Vari-
ous drinks are best served in requisite glassware and 
prepared with the right equipment. A home bar will 
benefit from a muddler, jigger, cocktail shaker, strainer, 
ice cube trays, and bar spoon. Glassware can include 
short glasses, tall glasses and wine glasses with stems. 
Martini glasses provide a chic look and are practical for 
those who prefer cosmopolitans and martinis.

Fill it with spirits
No bar is complete without alcohol and mixers. Home-
owners can buy the types of spirits they love and 
complete their bars with the basics for mixing. When 
stocking a bar, keep in mind that everything does not 
have to be top-shelf. Vodka, gin, tequila, rum, and whis-
key are some of the more popular spirits. Simple syrup, 
fresh fruit, club soda, cola, and bitters are examples of 
versatile mixers.
Entertaining guru Martha Stewart says to have enough 
supplies on hand for guests. Expect each person to 
have three drinks (requiring three glasses), use a pound 
of ice, and three cocktail napkins per two-hour party. 
Don’t forget to also have nonalcoholic items on hand for 
those who don’t imbibe.

How to
build your home bar
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Factors to consider
when choosing and applying mulch
Homeowners may associate mulch with springtime 

lawn and garden care, but mulching in fall can 
benefit a lawn as well. According to the Morton 

Arboretum in Illinois, mulch protects roots against extreme 
temperatures, and not just those associated with summer 
heat waves.
Mulch is often connected with its ability to help soil retain 
moisture during especially warm times of the year, when 
mulch promotes strong roots that can help lawns and 
plants survive periods of extreme heat. But when applied 
in the fall, mulch also inhibits freezing and thawing in 
winter, reducing the likelihood that plants will be injured. 
While applying mulch in fall can be beneficial to lawns, 
homeowners should first consider a few factors.
Timing: The Morton Arboretum notes that mulch being 
applied as winter protection should not be applied too 
early in the fall, as doing so may delay the soil freezing 
process. Homeowners should wait until after a hard frost 
in the fall to apply winter mulch. In many places, hard frost 

will not appear until late fall.

Texture: The Morton Arboretum recommends medium-
textured mulch. Fine particles may pack down and retain 
moisture that will evaporate before it reaches the plant 
roots. Materials that are too coarse may be incapable of 
holding sufficient amounts of water to benefit the soil.

Nutrients: Humus is an organic component of soil that 
forms when leaves and other plant materials decompose. 
Organic mulches provide humus and decompose over 
time, adding nutrients into the soil. The Morton Arboretum 
recommends that homeowners use organic mulch that 
was composted or treated prior to application so any 
weeds, insects or microorganisms are killed.
Application: Correct application of the mulch is essential. 
Applying too much mulch can adversely affect lawns, 
plants and soil. In addition, excessive application can 
cause decay and make lawns and plants more vulnerable 
to disease. Homeowners uncertain about when and how 
to apply mulch in the fall can consult with a lawn care 
professional to devise a plan that ensures their lawns and 
gardens hold up against winter weather.
Mulch may be widely associated with spring lawn care, 
but applying mulch in the fall can benefit lawns and 
gardens as well.
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